Hunt Hill Audubon Sanctuary is an experience of loon calls, fireflies, orchids and a common bond with people in nature. It is wooded glacial hills, bogs edging a chain of clear lakes, sunny prairies, and wild rivers in the farming and resort countryside of Northwestern Wisconsin.

The scenic 339 acres were donated to the National Audubon Society by Frances Andrews in 1954 to “bring to folk an awareness of their natural surroundings which will cause them to realize the value and need of conservation of natural resources, including their spiritual and physical values to mankind.”

FACILITIES AT HUNT HILL

At Hunt Hill, you’ll enjoy learning, sleeping, and dining in the rustic facilities:

- Former dairy barn converted to dining facility, serves up to 75 people.
- Barn loft converted to airy, spacious laboratory and instructional space.
- Lodge with massive fieldstone fireplace. Browse in the library, enjoy programs or join friends for fellowship, songs and games.
- Three dormitories with group and double rooms adequate for 75 people.
- Modern toilet and shower building.

HUNT HILL’S RESOURCES

You’ll explore the diverse habitats on the Sanctuary’s 339 acres:

- Private waterfront area with dock, swimming raft, and canoes.
- Hiking and nature trails through the sanctuary’s old-growth forests, prairie meadows, and water edges abundant with wildlife.
- Nearby Dory’s Bog Sanctuary is a designated Wisconsin Natural Area, also owned by the National Audubon Society.
- Canoe and explore miles of shoreline on the chain of four clear, glacial lakes. You’ll see loons, beaver dams and lodges, and can look for signs of otter, osprey, herons, ducks, deer, and unusual shoreline, bog and marsh plants.
- Experienced naturalists and staff offer programs that are exciting and fun, as well as educational. Participants learn at their interest and experience level, with plenty of time for relaxation and enjoyment.
WHAT TO BRING

PERSONAL ITEMS:
- Warm sleeping bag or blanket*
- Pillow*
- Towels and washcloths*
  - You’ll want a beach towel too!
* These items are NOT supplied by Hunt Hill so don’t forget to bring these!
- Water bottle
- Warm shirts and pants
- Shorts and tee shirts
- Warm sweater or jacket
- Raingear
- Hiking boots, high tops OR comfortable walking shoes
- Sneakers – 2 pairs
  - One pair you can get dirty/wet, one pair you can always keep dry
- Socks
  - Make sure to bring some warmer socks too!
- Swimming apparel
- Flip flops or sandals
- Underwear
- Warm hat and gloves
  - We’ll let you know if it will get this cold while we’re there
- Toiletries: toothbrush and toothpaste, soap and shampoo, etc.
- Day pack for hikes
- Notebook and pens/pencils

OPTIONAL ITEMS:
- Personal books
- Flashlight; extra batteries
- Insect repellent (biodegradable)
- Musical instruments (e.g. harmonica, guitar, etc.)
- Binoculars
- Sunglasses
- Fishing equipment
- Sunscreen lotion
- Cameras
- Swimming mask and fins
- Decks of cards, games

RCMS and Hunt Hill will supply sports equipment, board games, and crafting supplies

PLEASE DO NOT BRING:
- Electronic devices
- Electric appliances
- Fireworks

If you have any questions about any of the items on this list, or about what else you may need while you’re at Hunt Hill, please let us know!

rcms@uwgb.edu
(920) 465-2445